Congratulations to the Italian Catholic Federation on celebrating 90 years!!!

Mille Grazie to the East Bay District for a successful 2014 Convention ~ from the officers and members of Santa Cruz Br. 21 ~ Nostra Signora del Soccorso

Congratulations also, to the members of Br. 21 who have celebrated 90 years or more in 2014!

Leo Bargiacchi  Diva Belli  Emma Bertoli  Aurelia Bozzo  Rosalie Campisi

Attilio Cantoni  Lena Castiglioni  Erma Dalbesio  Lina Gemignani  Lido Marietti

Ezzio Mazzei  Irene Medina  Erminio Orlando  Giovanna Orlando  Lena Passarino, Dec’d 4/22/14

Josephine Pista  Paul Quilici  Lena Silva  Virginia Stagnaro  Dina Vaggioli

Orazio Morelli (Photo not available)

Chaplain - Fr. Joseph Occhiuto • President - Roseann Costabile • 1st VP - Richard Puccinelli • 2nd VP - Donald Giudici • Recording & Correspondence Sec. - Patty Morelli • Financial Secretary - Norma Wilson • Treasurer - Rosa Radicchi • Orator - Geri Zaballos • Trustees - Mary Jo Belli, Cynthia Schuette, George Kievlan • Sentinel - Madeline Crews • Branch Deputy - Vicki Howell